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Abstract—Air Traffic Management tries to pro-
vide efficient and safe movement of airplanes at and
near the airports, a complex task normally divided
into Arrival, Surface and a Departure Management
Problem. These problems are all tightly connected
and should be seen and solved as one. Generally the
airports handle them independently, which prevents the
needed perspective to ensure good global solutions are
made. In this paper we present an integrated approach
to the overall problem along with an optimization
algorithm that heuristicly decomposes the problem so
routing, sequencing, and conflicts resolution are carried
out in subsequent stages. Our approach has been
validated in experiments on Hamburg airport, where
we showed remarkably improvements in punctuality
and taxi times compared to the expert controllers. Here
we also describe new extension to our model for our
upcoming Arlanda airport experiment and interesting
future paths to take.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Air traffic management involves organize and
control the flow of traffic on the ground and in the
airspace around the airport in a safe and efficient
manner. Typically, it considers three distinct prob-
lems: The Arrival Management Problem (AMAN),
the Surface Management Problem (SMAN) and
the Departure Management Problem (DMAN). The
AMAN problem involves landing sequencing and
ensuring proper separation. The SMAN Problem
decides how the arriving and departing airplanes
are moving on the airport given the earlier ex-
pected landing times and decides take-off times.
The DMAN problem decides the take-off times and
sequences for departing airplanes. The research liter-
ature on surface routing and departure management
is already quite large, see recent surveys ([1], [2]).

Even though in principle the three problems are
tightly connected and should be seen and solved as
one, it is common practice of the airport management
to handle them independently and to separate hold-
ing areas as buffers between different problems. To
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handle the complexity manually, the single problems
responsibilities are further decomposed so several
controllers may be involved in guiding a single
airplane along its path. For example, when consid-
ering the responsibility of airplanes movement from
gate to take-off it includes the Clearance controller
(provide flight plan, etc.), Apron controller (give
a go-ahead for pushback, etc.), Ground controller
(responsible for the taxing), and Runway controller
(responsible for airplanes on runway).

While this division of responsibility may be
practical for managing the complexity it does prevent
the high level of coordination needed to ensure
that global optimal decisions are made by each
controller. The effect of one controller’s decision
propagates through to other controllers. E.g. one
small valuable adjustment of one controller can
very well create havoc for other controllers further
down the trajectory. Due to complexity, finding good
global solutions manually is too hard. However,
optimization techniques can handle such complexity
and assist the human controllers in making good
global decisions. In this paper we extend the work
presented in [5] and introduce a mathematical model
which integrates AMAN, DMAN, and the SMAN
problem. We solve the model by a heuristic decom-
position of the integrated problem where routing,
sequencing, and conflicts resolution are carried out in
subsequent stages. In particular, first feasible routes
for all flights are found. Then the coupled AMAN-
DMAN problem is solved to optimality by exploiting
a time-indexed 0, 1 formulation (see [4]) for the
problem. Finally, a complete, conflict-free schedule
of all aircrafts surface movements is found. The
major differences with the approach presented in [5]
are the inclusion of arrival windows (against fixed
arrival times) in the problem and in the time-indexed
formulation for the integrated AMAN-DMAN, some
new strengthening inequalities based on some old
fixing ideas, and a new, LP based heuristic to solve
conflicts among aircrafts arising in the use of airport
resources, such as runways or taxiways.



We first compared our approach against expert
controllers on the Hamburg airport: In these experi-
ments we used three different scenarios that differ
in the number of airplanes and in the maximum
arrival/departure rate. The air traffic controllers was
asked to work with the same constraints and objec-
tive as our model to comply with the airport safety
rules, aim for punctuality, and minimize taxi time.
Our approach shows remarkable improvements in
punctuality and taxi times compared to the expert
controllers. We are currently setting up new ex-
periments for Arlanda airport, which will be con-
ducted within a couple of weeks. The two airport
experiments differ enough that the results cannot be
compared but should be seen as complementary to
eachother. In Hamburg we looked at SMAN-DMAN
versus expert controller and at Arlanda we will
compare an existing AMAN and DMAN (working
separately) with our AMAN-SMAN-DMAN opti-
mization model. The Hamburg runways were crossed
while in Arlanda we work with one runway for both
arrivals and departures. Also, the Arlanda experiment
will include a temporary closed runway.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides information about our model and section
3 describes our solution algorithm. In section 4 we
explain our experimental setup and show our results.
We conclude and describe future work in section 5.

II. THE MODEL

We let F = L ∪ D be the set of flights to be
controlled in the time horizon H , with L be the
set of arrival (landing) flights and D be the set of
departure flights (L ∩D = ∅), hereafter denoted as
arrivals and departures. Arrival and departure gates
are assumed assigned and cannot be changed. Arrival
and departure times may vary within given time
windows, depending on the specific flight. Finally,
departures may be dropped at very high cost (in
practice this corresponds to the need of obtaining
a new departure slot and departure window).

For each arrival l ∈ L, λl denotes the target
landing time, with λl ∈ [αl, βl], the arrival window
associated with l; also we let ωl be the wanted
in-block time. Note that the arrival window gets
smaller as flights approach the airport, and reduce to
a single point when the aircraft is very close. Also, in
some applications (like the Hamburg case described
later) it is never possible (for the algorithm) to
modify the target arrival time. For each departure
d ∈ D, we let δd be the target departure time
with δd ∈ [αd, βd] as the departure window for
d ∈ D. The departure window stems out from real-
time negotiations. Finally, we let ωd be the target off-

block time, namely the time in which departure d will
be ready to leave the gate. In our model, a take-off
must happen during the departure window, otherwise
the flight is considered dropped. Dropped flight will
eventually receive a new departure window, but this
process is not handled in our model.

Two major types of decisions have to be repre-
sented in our model. Firstly, we need to establish
a route for each airplane (a spatial decisions). Sec-
ondly, the precise timing of all airplane movements
through the airport must be determined. The sched-
ule comprises such timings (temporal decisions),
including the optimal take-off and landing times for
departure and arrival flights.

As usual, the airport is represented by means of
a directed graph G(V,A), where arcs correspond to
airport segments, and nodes are starting and ending
points of segments. The nodes and the arcs of the air-
port graph are the airport resources. For a flight f ∈
F , a flight route is simply an alternating sequence
of nodes and arcs rf = (v0, a1, v1, a2, . . . , ak, vk)
with v0, v1, · · · ∈ V and a1, a2, · · · ∈ A. For each
flight f ∈ F , let R(f) be the set of feasible routes
from the initial position of f to its destination; the
latter is either a stand for arrival flights, or a take-off
point for departure flights (a similar representation
may be find in other contests, such as metro stations
and railways, see [9], [8]). In general, routes can
start anywhere on a taxiway, depending where each
individual flight happens to be in the start of the
controlling horizon. Any departure (arrival) can enter
(exit) the departure runway from a given set of entry
points (exit points), which depends on the aircraft
associated with the flight. While the landing point is
fixed for all flights, the take-off point may vary de-
pending on the size and the type of vehicle. Finally,
for a given flight f ∈ F some concatenations of two
arcs may be forbidden due to turning restrictions or
size limitations.

For every arc a ∈ A and every flight f ∈ F ,
we let lfa be the running time for f through a.
We assume that flights traverse arcs in fixed time,
and cannot stop within an arc, so waiting is only
allowed at nodes. For all pairs of ordered flights
(f, g) ⊆ F×F and each node v ∈ V (arc a ∈ A), we
let τfg(v) (τfg(a)) be the minimum time separation
between f and g when f is running v (a) before g.
Let rf ∈ R(f) be the route assigned to f . A schedule
t associates with every (non-dropped) flight f , node
v, and arc a of rf the quantities tfv and tfa , which are
the times when flight f enters node v and arc a, re-
spectively. These times correspond to when the flight
starts occupy the corresponding airport resource. The
resource is released when the flight enters the next



resource on its route. For a given schedule and flight,
we define taxi time as the duration of its movements
from landing to gate (for arrivals) or from gate to
take-off (for departures). Since we deal with real-
time planning, when considering flights already on
their taxiways we will refer to residual taxi time to
denote the time left from the current position to the
destination.

The objective function includes several terms,
arranged in a hierarchical fashion: The primary
objective is to minimize the number of dropped
departures; then the sum of the deviations from the
wanted departure and arrival times; finally, taxi times
must also be minimized (in order to reduce fuel
consumption and maximize passengers’ comfort).

III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM

The ground movements’ optimization problem
can be summarized as follows:

Problem 3.1: For all arrivals f ∈ L and all non-
dropped departures f ∈ D find a route in R(f). Find
a feasible schedule so that the sum of the dropped
flights cost and the schedule cost is minimized.

In order to tackle this problem we decompose
it into three solution steps: First, for every flight
a feasible (shortest) route needs to be found. Next,
optimal (tentative) arrival and departure times needs
to be computed. Lastly, we need to generate a
conflict-free schedule for the taxi movements of all
flights in a heuristic way that respects the arrivals
and departures sequence(s) established by solving
the second problem is generated in a heuristic way.

1. Find for all f ∈ F , the shortest legal route
rf in R(f). Let R = {rf : f ∈ F} be the
set of such routes.

2. Compute a minimum cardinality set D̄ of
dropped departures; compute tentative ar-
rival and departure times for each non-
dropped f ∈ F .

3. Compute a conflict-free schedule for all non-
dropped flights respecting runway sequences
as established at Step 2.

Step 1. Calculating the shortest legal route. Not all
paths in the airport graph are feasible for every flight.
In particular, some segments may be available only
for a subset of flights. Also, turning restrictions exist,
and some sequences of arcs may be forbidden for
certain aircrafts. A route for a flight f that satisfies
all its turning restrictions and only uses arcs available
for f is called legal (for f ). In order to quickly find
the shortest legal route, in [5] we introduced the legal

line graph L(f) for f ∈ F , which is a subgraph of
the directed line graph of the airport graph with the
property that every path in L(f) corresponds to a
legal route for f (of equal length). Then, any shortest
path algorithm can be applied to the graph L(f) in
order to find a shortest legal route for f . Also, L(f)
is not much larger than the airport graph.

Step 2. A time-indexed formulation for arrivals
and departures time. We present here a 0,1 Linear
Program to tackle the optimization problem at Step
2 of our decomposition. We limit the description
to the case of single arrival runway and single
departure runway (the two runways may coincide, as
in Arlanda, or differ, as in Hamburg). The extension
to multiple runways is straightforward. First, we
discretize the time horizon and let H = {1, 2, . . . }
be the periods. For all departures d ∈ D we as-
sume that αd, δd, βd, ωd ∈ H and we let Hd =
{αd, ..., βd} ⊆ H be the feasible departure window,
with δd ∈ Hd. Similarly, for an arrival l ∈ L we as-
sume αl, λl, βl, ωl ∈ H and Hl = {αl, ..., βl} ⊆ H
be the feasible arrival window, with λl ∈ Hl. Finally,
when f precedes g, τfg denotes the separation time
between flight f and flight g at landing or take-off,
depending whether f is arrival or departure and g is
arrival or departure. For any flight f ∈ F , let TXf

be the the minimum taxi time, namely the minimum
time necessary to f to run the assigned route rf

(TXf is computed by using the expected speed of
f on the arcs of rf ).

For each departure (arrival) f ∈ F and each time
period in t ∈ Hf we introduce a binary variable xft

which is 1 if and only if f takes off (lands) at time t.
Taking off or landing at time t has a cost cft. Such
cost increases with |t− δd| (|t−λd|), for departures
(arrivals). Finally, for each departure d we introduce
a binary variable yd which is 1 if and only if d is
dropped. Dropping a departure d ∈ D has (typically
large) cost wd.

Then the constraints can be written as follows:

• Each arrival must be assigned a landing
time: ∑

t∈Hl

xlt = 1 l ∈ L. (1)

• Each departure must be assigned a departure
time or is dropped.∑

t∈Hd

xdt + yd = 1 d ∈ D. (2)

• A departure d cannot leave the stand before
its off-block time ωd, so it cannot take-off



before TXf + ωd:

xft = 0 f ∈ D, t ∈ Hf , t < TXf + ωf

(3)

Similar constraints may be written for al-
ready taxiing flights (both arrivals and de-
partures).

• Constraints on runway separation between
flights become:

xft +
∑

k∈{t,...,t+τfg}

xgk ≤ 1 t ∈ Hf , (f, g) ∈ F × F, f ̸= g.

(4)

• Finally, the objective is to minimize the cost
of dropped flights plus the overall deviation
from the wanted arrival and departure times:∑

d∈D

wdyd +
∑

f∈F,t∈Hf

cftxft (5)

An interesting feature of the above program is
that it provides a lower bound for the overall optimal
cost due to it makes use of the shortest taxi times and
neglects potential conflicts on the taxiways which
may actually slow down the aircrafts. So, if no con-
flicts arise along taxiways, this solution is actually
an optimal feasible solution.

Strengthening the formulation. Here we exploit an
idea developed in [10] for pruning a dynamic pro-
gramming search for the sequencing problem. Con-
sider two distinct departures f, g ∈ D, and assume
that they correspond to equivalent flights, which
implies that the associated terms in the objective
function and all time separations with other flights
are identical. The idea is that there is a natural or-
dering between identical flights. So, suppose w.l.o.g.
that αf ≤ αg and assume δf ≤ δg. Then it is
possible to show that there exists an optimal solution
in which f takes off before g and we may neglect
the other solutions. This condition can be expressed
by the following linear constraint in the x variables:

∑
k∈{αg,...,t}

xgt −
∑

k∈{αf ,...,t}

xfk ≤ 0 t ∈ {αg, . . . , βg}

(6)

It is easy to see that the above constraint is not
implied by other constraints of the formulation.

Step 3. Computing a complete, conflict-free sched-
ule. At this stage we need to establish the time
in which a flight f ∈ F should enter every node
and arc of its route rf = (v0, a1, v1, a2, . . . , ak, vk).

I.e we need to associate a schedule vector tf =
(tfv0 , t

f
a1
, tfv1 , t

f
a2
, . . . , tfak

, tfvk
) with the route of each

flight. The overall schedule t must 1.) Satisfy the
order of arrivals and departures on the runway es-
tablished at Step 3. 2) Satisfy all precedence and
separation constraints and 3) Minimize the actual
deviation from the wanted departure times plus the
additional objectives described earlier. In practice,
a linear function c(t) of the schedule well approx-
imates our objective, if necessary including some
additional variables to model piece-wise linear terms.

The schedule must satisfy simple and disjunc-
tive precedence constraints. Simple precedence con-
straints model fixed precedence relations: for in-
stance, if the arc a = (u, v) belongs to the route
rf of flight f , then tfa ≥ tfu (since f enters arc a
after it enters node u), and tfa = tfu + lfa where lfa is
the time needed by f to cross arc a (note that this
equality constraint is equivalent to a pair of simple
precedence constraints). Also, since the relative order
on the runway is established at Step 2, it can be
expressed again as simple precedence constraints
of type tfv − tgu ≥ τgf , where τgf is a suitable
time separation. Each simple precedence constraint
is identified by an ordered 4-tuple p = (f, g, u, w)
and a constant lp, where f and g are (not necessarily
distinct) flights, and u and w are (not necessarily
distinct) airport resources. We denote by P the set of
all 4-tuples corresponding to the simple precedence
constraints of our problem.

Finally, when two taxiing aircrafts f, g need to
access a non-sharable resource, a decision about
who goes first must be taken. Namely, we may
assume that if g goes first, then the schedule t
satisfies the constraint tfv − tgu ≥ l, otherwise t
satisfies tgw − tfz ≥ m. Note that v, u, w, z denote
airport resources, which from case to case may all
be distinct or repeat. We denote by C the set of all
ordered 6-tuples (f, g, v, u, w, z) associated with the
above disjunctive pair of precedence constraints. So,
each 6-tuple c = (f, g, v, u, w, z) ∈ C corresponds
to a potential conflict in the use of resources by the
routes of any two flights f and g.

More formally, with every element c =
(f, g, v, u, w, z) ∈ C, we associate two constants
lc and mc. Let t̄ be a feasible schedule and let
c = (f, g, v, u, w, z) ∈ C: Then either t̄ satisfies the
constraint t̄fv − t̄gu ≥ lc or t̄ satisfies the constraint
t̄gw− t̄fz ≥ mc (but not both). The choosing which of
the two constraints associated to a conflict c ∈ C is
to be satisfied by our final schedule is called solving
conflict c.

Next, we sketch an LP based heuristic to resolve
conflicts and find a feasible schedule. For every c ∈



C, we introduce slack variables δc and γc. Consider
the following linear program:

min c(t)

(i) tfv − tgu ≥ lp, p ∈ P

(ii) tfv − tgu + δc ≥ lc, c ∈ C

(iii) tgw − tfz + γc ≥ mc, c ∈ C
t, δ, γ ≥ 0

(7)

where we let p = (f, g, v, u) and c =
(f, g, v, u, w, z). Let t̄, δ̄, γ̄ be an optimal solution
to (7). If δ̄cγ̄c = 0 for all c ∈ C then t̄ trivially
satisfies all disjunctive constraints and the schedule
is feasible1. Otherwise, let C̄ ⊆ C be the non-
empty set of violated conflicts, i.e. δ̄cγ̄c > 0 for
all c ∈ C̄. Choose a "first occurring" conflict in
C̄, namely one minimizing the quantity min{t̄fz , t̄gu}.
Let c̄ = (f̄ , ḡ, v̄, ū, w̄, z̄) be such conflict. In order
to resolve conflict c̄ we need to establish which of
the two precedence constraints in the disjunction
should be satisfied by our schedule and which should
be removed. We are guided in this choice by the
solution to (7), which allows us, to select and enforce
the constraint which minimizes the increase in the
objective function. This corresponds to "pivoting
out" the associated slack variable (see [3]). So, if we
choose ḡ precedes f̄ , then the constraint tf̄v̄ −tḡū ≥ lc̄
is added to the linear program and constraints (ii) and
(iii) associated with c̄ are dropped. We have a new
LP and we iterate until C̄ is empty2. Actually, since
pivoting out a variable is equivalent to fixing it to 0,
which in turn amounts to adding one constraint to the
original LP (in our example δc̄ = 0), this allows us
to effectively use the dual simplex method in order
to accelerate the re-optimization process in the next
LP.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In the Hamburg experiment, the algorithm is
compared against expert controllers in a realistic
simulated environment of the Hamburg airport using
the NAVSIM simulator (University of Salzburg) [6].
In three one-hour scenarios, air traffic controllers
were obliged to follow all safety rules applicable
on the Hamburg airport. They were asked to min-
imize taxi time and to be as punctual as possible.
Afterwards, the algorithm was subjected to the same

1We assume that the natural precedence constraints tfv ≥ tfz
and tgw ≥ tgu are included in P

2One can show that the process converge under mild assump-
tions. Some care must also be taken in order to avoid to get
trapped into infeasible solutions

scenarios, objectives, and safety rules. The three
scenarios differs in number of airplanes and in
maximum arrival/departure rates. As seen from Table
I, the algorithm decrease in average taxi time is
between 33% and 36% while punctuality improves
with 57% to 67% (the average taxi time and punc-
tuality are measured in seconds.). These results are
statistically significant: We have conducted a pair-
wise one-tail t-test for each scenario. A t-test’s p-
value lower than 0.05 signifies that the algorithm
performed significantly better than the controllers.
In this case, all calculated p-values are significantly
lower than 0.05.

TABLE I. RESULTS

Objective Controllers (s) Algorithm (s) p-value ∆(%)
Avg. taxi time 283.02 183.52 < .0001 -35.2
Avg. punctuality 243.32 80.59 0.0105 -66.9
Avg. taxi time 299.15 199.32 < .0001 -33.4
Avg. punctuality 190.17 80.44 0.0003 -57.7
Avg. taxi time 298.93 199.79 < .0001 -33.2
Avg. punctuality 144.30 59.74 0.0052 -58.6

Note, we needed to simplify our model to repre-
sent the real-time NAVSIM simulation environment
— NAVSIM simulation model include accelerations
and real-time deviations while we adopted constant
speeds but used lower value than the average speed
of NAVSIM simulation. Also, we assumed the target
off-block times are accurate and known in advance.
Our integration of SMAN-DMAN allows for more
global coordinated decisions. For the experiments we
used a laptop with Intel i7 CPU, 4 cores (4x2.7 GHz)
and 4 GB RAM. The average run-time was for each
scenario was 15s.

We currently prepare extensive experiments on
the Arlanda airport that are complementary to our
Hamburg experiments. Now we will communi-
cate with NARSIM simulation environment, DMAN
(SAAB), and AMAN (Thales) and in contrast with
Hamburg experiment, the controllers will use our
optimization technology through the AMAN/DMAN
user interfaces. Moreover, in Arlanda we will work
with one runway, used for both arrivals and depar-
tures. This runway will also be temporary closed
to investigate the optimization algorithm behavior.
Also, this time, not everything is known up-front to
test our approachs ability to maintain stable solutions
in a dynamic environment. E.g. the target times will
become gradually known or can be modified in real-
life. Actual off-block and landing will be differing
from planned ones to ensure that the algorithms
need to react quickly on any deviation to plan. Also,
our speed model has been improved—the airplane
speed is adjusted depending on the curve radius.
Preliminary results on these experiments will be
ready by mid November.



V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The Arrival, Surface, and Departure Management
Problem are tightly connected and should be seen
and solved as one. It is common practice of the
airports to handle them separately, which prevents
the needed global perspective to ensure good coor-
dinated decisions are made. Our mathematical model
integrates the three problems and our algorithm
heuristic decomposes the problem where routing,
sequencing, and conflicts resolution are carried out
in subsequent stages. Our optimization approach on
departure management and surface routing has been
validated in experiment on Hamburg airport, where
we showed remarkable improvements in punctuality
and taxi times compared to the expert controllers.
We describe our model extensions for the upcom-
ing Arlanda airport experiment. The two airport
experiments are complementary to each other. Also,
we are currently working at an extension of our
decomposition approach, so that the three stages will
be run iteratively exchanging information.
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